A simulating cognitive system with adaptive capability.
Dedicated to the memory of Michael Conrad, this paper builds on his seminal ideas expressed in his famous book Adaptability, as well as in his later works. We investigate a recently published adaptive system for the instantaneous recognition of dynamics with respect to its adaptability to the Lorenz system. The system consists of a pool of internal dynamical elements. These elements are defined through a set of parameter values that encode for a specific dynamics behavior. If the system is now faced with an unknown external dynamics-unknown with respect to the parameter-it is capable not only to recognize the dynamics but also to adapt to the correct dynamics, which in turn leads to a simulation capability. The system impressively quickly follows the sudden qualitative changes of the external dynamics. The adaptation works even quicker when the correct dynamics are already represented within the internal pool. This leads to the idea of memorizing the represented dynamics within the pool, whereby the elements that correspond to rarely externally presented dynamics can be given free for the adaptation and memorization of more frequently presented dynamics.